Geographic Profile – United Kingdom

Current as of 10/15/20

Total MBA/EMBA alumni: 1,158 (257 are EMBAs)
Total certificate alumni: 363
Total FY21 Reunion Year alumni: 273

External Relations and Development liaisons:
Catherine Gouge: cg3192@gsb.columbia.edu
Alexandra Kennedy: ak3924@gsb.columbia.edu

Alumni club presidents:
Paola Damiani Acquaviva ’96: pdamiani96@gsb.columbia.edu
Lee Georgs ’03: lgeorgs03@gsb.columbia.edu

Board of Overseers members in region: 5
Ciardi Giuseppe ’81
Xavier Rolet ’84
Ramzi Dalloul ’64
Alberto Verme ’84
Nicholas Oppenheim ’73

Number of Alumni Per Graduation Year

Employment Breakdown by Industry

Geographic Distribution: Ten Most Populous Cities